
JEWELRY CLASSES 
CHAINMAILLE – BEGINNER COURSE 

 
Which designs are included in the beginner course? 
Double Ring Design  (6 workshop hours) 
This is a wonderful first design perfect for introducing the techniques and tools involved in creating stunning 
chainmaille. In the beginner course, you will make a bracelet, earring and necklace set using this design.  
 
Shaggy Design (6 workshop hours) 
This design is one step above in difficulty from the double ring design. It is a very lightweight and fun design for 
everyday wear. In the beginner course you will make a bracelet, earring and necklace set using this design.   
 
What is included in the price? 
We provide all of the tools and materials needed to create exquisite jewelry sets that you can wear with pride. 
Included in the course fee are a full set of jewelry pliers and a  jump ring opener (all of which are provided for 
your use during the course) AND all copper/sterling silver clasps (for bracelets and necklaces), surgical 
steel/sterling silver ear posts (for earrings) and all copper/sterling silver jump rings required for each chainmaille 
design. 
 
What are the payment options? 
You have the option of enrolling for the entire beginner chainmaille course, which includes two full sets of 
jewelry, for individual designs, or for individual pieces within the course. We recommend beginning with the 
double ring design as each chainmaille design builds on the skills learned in the previous design; however this 
is merely a recommendation and not a requirement to learn any of the designs listed in any of the courses. 
 
What are the prices for full courses and for individual designs? 
You have two options with each design – either copper or sterling silver. Below you will find the prices and 
payment breakdown for each design in each medium. All prices are in Euros. 
 
Double Ring Design    COPPER   STERLING SILVER   
Bracelet      30    39   
Earring      28    38 
Necklace      34    53 
            
Shaggy Design      
Bracelet      31    48 
Earring      29    44 
Necklace      38    73 

 
 

Total Beginner Course Cost:  (paid per piece)    190         295 
 
Beginner Course Cost:  (per design/3 pieces)             COPPER  STERLING SILVER 
    Double Ring Design  85    115 
    Shaggy Design  90    150  
 
Total Beginner Course Cost:  (paid in advance/6 pieces) 160      250 
 
For pictures of the designs, please go to www.serendipityscreations.com and click on chainmaille link  
 
 

http://www.serendipityscreations.com/


JEWELRY CLASSES 
CHAINMAILLE – INTERMEDIATE COURSE 

 
Which designs are included in the beginner course? 
Byzantine Design  (10 workshop hours) 
This is an amazing and intricate design once used in armour style chainmaille, now used as an elegant and 
substantial piece of jewelry for special occasions. In the intermediate course, you will make a bracelet, earring 
and necklace set using this design.  
 
Peruvain Design (7 workshop hours) 
This design is one step above in difficulty from the byzantine design. It uses the Byzantine technique with an 
added link section, making this design a more solid and fluid piece of jewelry, not to be worn lightly! In the 
intermediate course you will make a bracelet and necklace set using this design; earrings are a bit too heavy for 
the average ear but can be made upon request for those who can handle the weight.   
 
What is included in the price? 
We provide all of the tools and materials needed to create exquisite jewelry sets that you can wear with pride. 
Included in the course fee are a full set of jewelry pliers and a  jump ring opener (all of which are provided for 
your use during the course) AND all copper/sterling silver clasps (for bracelets and necklaces), surgical 
steel/sterling silver ear posts (for earrings) and all copper/sterling silver jump rings required for each chainmaille 
design. 
 
What are the payment options? 
You have the option of enrolling for the entire intermediate chainmaille course, which includes two full sets of 
jewelry, for individual designs, or for individual pieces within the course. We recommend beginning with the 
byzantine design as each chainmaille design builds on the skills learned in the previous design; however this is 
merely a recommendation and not a requirement to learn any of the designs listed in any of the courses. 
 
What are the prices for full courses and for individual designs? 
You have two options with each design – either copper or sterling silver. Below you will find the prices and 
payment breakdown for each design in each medium. All prices are in Euros. 
 
Byzantine Design    COPPER   STERLING SILVER   
Bracelet      39    57   
Earring      36    53 
Necklace      48    80 
            
Peruvian Design      
Bracelet      39    70 
Necklace      48    120 

 
 

Total Beginner Course Cost:  (paid per piece)    210         380 
 
Beginner Course Cost:  (per design/3 pieces)             COPPER  STERLING SILVER 
    Byzantine Design  110    170 
    Peruvian Design  80    170  
 
Total Beginner Course Cost:  (paid in advance/6 pieces) 175      325 
 
For pictures of the designs, please go to www.serendipityscreations.com and click on chainmaille link  

http://www.serendipityscreations.com/


JEWELRY CLASSES 
CHAINMAILLE – ADVANCED COURSE 

 
Which designs are included in the beginner course? 
Camelot Design  (11 workshop hours) 
This is a wonderful first design perfect for introducing the techniques and tools involved in creating stunning 
chainmaille. In the advanced course, you will make a bracelet, earring and necklace set using this design.  
 
European 4-1 Design (6 workshop hours) 
This design is one step above in difficulty from the camelot design. It is a very lightweight and fun design for 
everyday wear. In the advanced course you will make a bracelet and earring set using this design.   
 
What is included in the price? 
We provide all of the tools and materials needed to create exquisite jewelry sets that you can wear with pride. 
Included in the course fee are a full set of jewelry pliers and a  jump ring opener (all of which are provided for 
your use during the course) AND all copper/sterling silver clasps (for bracelets and necklaces), surgical 
steel/sterling silver ear posts (for earrings) and all copper/sterling silver jump rings required for each chainmaille 
design. 
 
What are the payment options? 
You have the option of enrolling for the entire advanced chainmaille course, which includes two full sets of 
jewelry, for individual designs, or for individual pieces within the course. We recommend beginning with the 
camelot design as each chainmaille design builds on the skills learned in the previous design; however this is 
merely a recommendation and not a requirement to learn any of the designs listed in any of the courses. 
 
What are the prices for full courses and for individual designs? 
You have two options with each design – either copper or sterling silver. Below you will find the prices and 
payment breakdown for each design in each medium. All prices are in Euros. 
 
Camelot Design    COPPER   STERLING SILVER   
Bracelet      47    77   
Earring      36    47 
Necklace      58    124 
            
European 4-1 Design      
Bracelet      40    68 
Earring      39    59 

 
Total Beginner Course Cost:  (paid per piece)    220         375 
 
Beginner Course Cost:  (per design/3 pieces)             COPPER  STERLING SILVER 
    Camelot Design  125    220 
    European 4-1 Design  70     115  
 
Total Beginner Course Cost:  (paid in advance/6 pieces) 180      320 
 
For pictures of the designs, please go to www.serendipityscreations.com and click on chainmaille link  
 
 
 

http://www.serendipityscreations.com/

